
UNDERSTAND.
DECIDE.
UNDERWRITE.



 Cloud based services, increased dependency on third parties, 
social media and a million other vulnerabilities can expose an organization

to significant cyber risks.

IDENTIFY KEY CYBER RISKS TO AVOID
UNDERWRITING LOSSES



A cloud based application working on the SaaS model. 

4SURE creates
an online cyber risk profile of your prospects

based on simple and easy to answer industry specific questionnaires.
 

 It gives you a complete picture of an 
organization’s cyber - security health,
while assessing your prospect’s exposure.



Granular role based
access control

Industry specific
smart questionnaires

Recommendations
to improve risk score

Consistent
scoring system
free of any bias

Generate online
proposal form

Here’s what you get with 4SURE



4SURE comes with

Client Dashboard



Collated Report



Threat Perception vs Control Implementation



Threat Perception Rating



With easy design and seamless user interface, 
4SURE aims to reduce your learning curve. In order to initiate

you into effective cyber risk assessment, we provide:

Email
assistance

Online & offline 
training 

Documentation
& user manual



Developed with over twenty years of experience, 
4SURE takes a comprehensive risk based approach towards cyber-security. 

Our multi-disciplinary and multi-industry expertise make cyber risk assessment 
rapid and efficient for you. So when it comes to underwriting cyber-insurance, 

you get to take swift and confident underwriting decisions. 

REDUCE UNDERWRITING JUDGEMENT ERRORS WITH 4SURE



Our other proprietary products

An online evidence driven 
audit tool that simpl es 
effective cybersecurity 

compliance.

An online risk assessment 
tool that comes with ISO 
27001 and ISO 31000 

compatible methodology.

An online end-to-end 
phishing simulation tool for 

your organisation’s 
phishing awareness 

requirements. 

Want to know more? you can reach us at:
Office: +91 9137572379 | Email: sales@rqsolutions.com | Website: www.rqsolutions.com

Manage your compliance 
Protect your organisation 

phishing attacksfrom 

Automate your risk 
assessments



Founded in 2007, we are a niche risk management consultancy. 
We deliver end-to-end information security services along with efficient, 

customized and cutting-edge security remediations.
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